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Abstract

Multiplicity dlatribation of double scattering events
Is analysed using the additive quark aodel including the
cascading effect. The mean multiplicity of particles pro-
duced in the process of cascading estimated for ТЕ d expe-
riments at 100, 205 and 360 GeV/c Is 1.15 - .31. This va-
Iua does not depend on the momentum of the incident pion.
Soiso indications are found that the probability of cascading
tfepoRds on multiplicity of the collision with the first
nucleon and is smaller for Ion multiplicities.

Streszczenie

Roskład krotności przypadków podwójnego rozprasznia
został zbadany рз : у użyciu addytywnego modela kwarków ж uwzglę-
dnieniem efektu kaskadowania. Średnia krotność cząstek produko-
\<;шлусп и proce sio kaskadowania wyznaczona w eksperymentach
A d przy 100, 205 1 360 GeV/o wynosi 1*15 + .31. fartoćć ta
nie zależy od pędu padającego pionu. Wydaje elę, że prawdopo-
dobieństwo kaskadowania zależy Od krotności w zderzeniu
z pierwszym nukleonem 1 jest mniejsze dla nitszych krotności.

Резюме
Проведено анализ распределения по множественноетям

событий двойного рассеяния с употреблением аддитивной
кварковок модели с учётом эффектов каскадирования. Средняя мно-
жественность частиц рожденных в каскадном процессе определена
в Я д экспериментах при 100, 205 и 360 ГэВ/ц ра§няется
I.J5 + .31. Зта величина не зависит от импульса налетающего

мезона. Найдено индикацию что вероятность каскадирования
зависит от кратности в соударении с первым нуклоном дейтерона
и растёт с множественности частиц в этом процессе.



1. Iatrodaotion.

It has been shown £ \J that the additive quark model

ia able te explain the recent data on particle production

In hadron-deuteron collisions provided one introduces eas-

oading into the mechaniera of hadronio interactions in deu-

terium. By oasoadlng we mean here the interaction of the

secondary particles oreated inside deuteron. This version

of the additive quark model gives correct values of double

scattering oross section in Л d and pd collidions and also
ef the density ef partiolea produced in double scattering
processes in central rapidity region.

The effective erosa section for Interaction of secon-
daries produced In the deuteron with the remaining nucleon
In the target torn* out to be 20 - 25 mb which is a typical
badronlo oross seotlon*

Therefore further investigation of the nature of cas-
cading ia of interest* In particular we can ask how this
effect modifies the multiplicity distribution or In which
region of rapidity cascade produces particles.

la this paper ее analyse the multiplicity distribution
ef doable scattering events using the additive quark model
lnelading the oaeoadlng effect» as descibed in ref. £~ lj .

In this model «e can obtain the mean multiplicity of

-particles produced in-the. process of cascading. If we assume

tbortlenly slow particles from the first collision may possibly

interact with the second nucleon, we can expect multiplicity

distribution in cascade to be Independent of the incident beam

momentom. . , , • - . _ .

It «as found /2.7 that the probability of the second

interaction does not depend on the multiplicity of particles

in the first collision for all double scattering events. With

tills observation In mind we test an additional assumption that

the probability ef cascading la also independent of multipli-

city ef particles produced in the first collision.



Although, the model i s able te describe both JL d
and pd Interaction» t In this paper we discuss only the TL d
processes. We use here the data from three Tt d experiments
at 100, 205 aad ЗвО GeV/o / 2 * 4 7 .The ralae of the
effective cascade section <£ • 2 0 « 2 ± l*7 •* is taken from
ref. ^ " i 7 .

Our oonolasions are:

1. The mean multiplicity of particle» produced in the cascade
Is indeed independent of the lnoident beam momentum

<n> « i.15 i . 31 (i)

2. The probability of cascading depends en the multiplicity
in the first collision and is smaller for Ion multiplici-
ties.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section the

multiplicity distribution for 71 d interactions derived from
the model £"i_7 is disoussed. Section 3 contains a descrip-
tion of these experimental results for Л d and TC p,. 71 n
interactions which served as a basis for our calculation.
In Section 4 «e compare the experimental data with the model.
The conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Multiplicity distribution of double scattering events
from the additive quark model..

According to the model described in ref. /~i7 we can
construct the multiplicity distribution ef double scattering
events from the known multiplicity distributions of elementary
pion nuoleon interactions. Table I shows contributions
of different processes to the double scattering effects in
deuterium for incident pion.



Table I

The contributions of different processes to the double

Mattering affects In deuterium for inoićont plon.

Process

DE

f
Tjrpe of ртосэва

ati
pi PC

It

Partial cross section
from the model

Multiplicity

K-

о = 6 - \c*̂ >(-i bV{p),

x:
с, Ж

In Table I ив use the following notation:

- is the anltiplieity,distribution for different re

(ND - non-diffractive, ELEM- elem-sntary li isucZeon,

C-oa»cade, F- fragmentation of nucleon target,

DIPF- diffractive), all norraalized to unity.



» В DE J "*
* ó г ó » <-> " *re partial cross sections for
processes А,В,DE, 9t .

- are the multiplicity distributions for processes A,
B,DE,Ж. , and finally

denotes a convolution of two multiplicity distributions.
The formulae presented in column 3 of Table I are disoussed
in the Appendix.

To dlsouss the multiplicity distributions we split the
оroes section for double scattering into four teras which
we identify as:

Process A - one of the quarks from the incident plon interacts
with the proton, the ether une «lth the neutron In the
target» The multiplicity distribution for this kind
of interaction is the convolution of multiplicity
distributions for non-diffraotire interactions of quark
with proton Q у and of quark with neutron Q jj_i«

Prooess В - one of the quarks froa the incident plon interacts
with both nuoleons in the target* The other quark does
not interaot at all. The multiplicity distribution is the
convolution of the distribution for non-diffractlve quark
nucleon interaction tilth the distribution for the fragaenM

tation of one nucleon in the target. In the fragmentation
only produced particles are taken into account.

Process DE - represents the class of processes which cannot be
described in terms of quark model» It contains events in
which interaction with one nucleon was diffractlve or
elastic and the interaction with the other nuoleon of any
type. The multiplicity distribution for this class is
approximated by distribution in elementary It- nucleon
collision.



Process t̂> - only one of incident quarks interacts with
•ne of the nacleona in th» target and the partiоlee
prodneed In this oolllsion eoatter from the second
nncleon. This effect 1* called here oaocade. The multl-
pllelty distribution 1* oocstruoted by the convolution
•f the multiplicity distribution In elementary later*
aotlon and of the multiplicity distribution of parti-
cle* predaoed by oascade O N_ 2 .

Both Q £ ana Я jj a r* *n* a e a n v a l n e e °* corresponding

TlTp b-rri
distributions for c> N and

Те construot the Multlpllelty distribution deeorlbed
In Table Z «e make the follovins assumptionst

1. The multiplicity distribution in the quark nude on
oolllsion la the same as la the hadron - nuoleon
oelllslon» /The additivity assumption/.

2. The interaction of one quark aitb the t«o nuoleons
tires multiplicity distribution as in an elementary
interaction with one of the nucleon. The oolllsion
«lth the seoond nueleon can add at most the partiolee
produoed in the fragmentation process of the second
nucleon 2 N-2*

3. Seeendary Interaction ef partie is ereated in the
first oelllslon produces approximately the ease
multiplicity as In the nucleon fragmentation

й • s A w
4. The probability of easoading does not depend on the

multlpllelty In the first collision.
Те extract the mean multiplicity of cascade no use

the following technique.

1. From the experloBntal multiplicity distribution of
doable scattering sample «e subtraot the aultiplioity



distribution of processes A and DE

у * a t - у DS у A vC D
A N " A N - A N " A N

DE / . s

TV
is the amJtipliolty distribution of double

но,,ttu-xJ'ig events. The distribution which we obtain
?.a his way represents only that part of double scatte-
ring simple «hich contains the cascading process.
Та;-, зГого Recording to the jsotiel this distribution
should be a convolution oi soaie toown elementary

distribtitioa Q ^ and ths cascade distribution

3 S-=
л Ч^-г ) ̂

4,ft NO
•+- M.

2» We calcolate the noner.ts: шеая aultiplicity \ K/ and
squared D" for distributions 2C

and

3. Tha folloning relatiom. for eonvolritiotj of the dis-
t r i b u t i o n of cascade, ХП and JC? <l>.etributi«,~

are used

C's )

:'"9 •



If the model is correct and if не have reliable experimen-
tal data these two relations give us a possibility of fin-
ding the moments of the cascade multiplicity distribution.

3. Experimental data

In this section wo discuss the experimental data
which «e used to calculate multiplicity distribution of
the cascading process. The technique used to extract tbo
Multiplicity distribution of double scattering events nas
described in ret. /~5_7. From this paper we take the partial
cross sections for double scattering events for ~fc d interac-
tions at 100,205 and 360 GeV/c beam momentum. The correspon-
ding multiplicity distributions for elementary interactions
are taken from the following 7Г p experiments at: 100 GeV/c
ret. /б 7, 205 GeV/c ref. С T J, 360 GeV/c rof. £' 8j and

fromitn data ref. f2j, and of Z*9_7.

The separation of elementary interactions into diffrao-

tiv* and non-diftractive sample«as done based on the results

of ref. l~10.7. Because of lack of such separation for

corresponding TL n experiments ве have assumed that the
multiplicity dirtributions for diffractive processes ^ n
Is the same as for 7Г p.

Table II contains the moments of multiplicity distribu-
tions used in our calculations.

10



Table II

The moments of multiplicity distributions.

Beam moment ил

< N D S >

D DS

/ NELEM v
^ MINEL Г

nELEU
UINEL

< N N M >
DE1£M

100

9.64

".94

7.38

3.51

7.82

3.01

8.22

3.16

GeV/c

±

±

±

±

±

.54

.34

.08

.06

.06

. 0 5

.11

.20

205

10.28

4.00

8.43

3.92

8.83

3.71

9.43

3.60

GeV/o

±

±

+

i

i

.32

.22

.08

.06

.07

. 0 7

. 1 0

. 2 0

11

4

9

4

9

4

10

4

360

. 6 6

.38

. 1 6

.48

.70

.21

.39

. 0 8

GeV/o

±

+

+

.38

.26

.10

.07

.06

. 07

.10

.21
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4. Comparison with the model and discussion.

We have calculated the partial oroco sections for ilm

processes A,B,OE, and "r-- from the rcodel using tfi-a forruU".

given in the Appendix. T!»e measured values of tl-з total ar.)

elastic cross section « c e taken from ref. <1 li_7. The valua

of oasoade cross section <''* interpreted as an effective егч

section for the interaction of products of t!is first ло111н1г

•lth the second nucleon, иге tr.'ren frow ref. f \.J

Ć* = 20.2 + 1.7 iab.

The deuteron wave function and othc-r drtallc.1." or.eiiptJonn x>:s

the same as described in ref. f \J.

Table III presents contributions of the proecusea A,B,DU

and Sr^L to the double scattering cross section.

Table III

The contributions of processes A,B,DE, and >'- to the duable

scattering cross section.

Веай

б"/

6
m/

6*'

•oaentum

6 D S *

6 *

•j DS 4

6 *

100

12.4

12.4

22.7

52. 5

OeV/c

±

i

. 1

. 1

. 3

. 5

205

12.4

12.4

23.0

61.8

GeV/c

± -t

± •*

+ . 4

i .5

3C0

12.6

12.6

24.5

50.3

GcV/e

± *2

1 .2 '

i .в
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Wo do not observe the energy dependence of these

я!thin the experlaental errors.

The results of calculations of the average multiplicity

of cascade <̂  N )• using the method described in section :, are

given in Table IV.

Table IV

average multiplicities and dispersions of various multiplicity

distributions. jd? Is the experimental multiplicity dletrlbu-
Wf*

tion for double scattering events «lth cascade» X£ is the
distribution defined in equation С 5) . XjJ is the distribu-

tion of cascade.

Веша
momentum

iOO GeV/o

205 GeV/o

360 GeV/c

9

11

4

9.37 +

.89

.08

>

.57

47

63

3

3

DBaC

2.52 +

.24 ± ,

.83 +, .

.32

40

47

<N N C>

7.90 д

8.94 +.

9.83 +.

.07

07

09

3

3

4

DNC

.04+

.70 ±

.19+

.07

.06

.07

1

•

1

<№>

.47+

95+.

.25+

.57

47

.63

The values of (N> and D in Table IV correspond to the

following multiplicity distributionst

- <(N /and 0 (columns 2,3) describe the multiplicity

distribution l5 of only those double scattering events

which contain cascade» obtained using formula (4) ,

- <N у and D (columns 4, 5) represent multiplicity

distribution calculated according the model/f i7 from

elementary distributions which convoluted with oascade

multiplicity distribution should reproduce experimental

distribution

13



- (.Vе У ia the mean Multiplicity of partlolee produced
In easeade.

Ia the analysis of и- d data only events tilth more
than two prong *er* considered. Therefore lowest multiplicity
In the distribution XJ from which «e detorraine

<N B a^) and D Is four. Ve feave also doolded to calcula-
te (к*С) an»' D N C only for multiplicities higher than 2
because cascading for two-prongs events probably doss not
exist.

The average number of partioles produoed in cascade
does not depend on the momentum of incident pions within
experimental errors. This value averaged over the
experiments is

P*°°<.NC> r Ą.ASt.bi (10)

and corresponds to

+2 - 3J5 t ГМ (»)
for "-• nacieon Interactions.
Suoh a number suggests that If the interaction of cascade
does not differ from the elementary H~ -nucleon interactions
the average momentom of particles «hie initiate the cascade
is about 3 - 4 GeV/o.

This result confirms our hypothesis that only slow
partioles produoed in the first collision may interact
«lth the second nucleon.

The comparison the dispersions D and D Indicates
that In the considered model we cannot obtain dispersion D
ef the multiplicity distribution of cascade. The dispersion
D is systematically higher than D for all experiments at
the level of one standard deviation. The possible interpreta-
tion of such a results is that the probability of cascading

14



depends on the multiplicity In the first collision and is
smaller for Ion multiplicities.

We may take into account this fact using formula (s

Х й-oL . ЫС С \

If the probability of cascading depends on the multiplicity
in the first collision, «e should use instead of <? «

NC
In formula (5) the distribution ^ N multiplied by some
damping factor for Ion multiplicities. Such a correction
leads tn the narroning of the distribution ijj .'On the
basis the available experimental data «e «ere not able to
determine the fora of this damping faotor.

A simple explanation of the fact that the probabili
ty of oasoadlng depends fin the multiplicity In the first
collision may be the following. At first for low multiplici-
ties the probability of second Interaction is smaller than
for higher ones. Furthermore, for elementary high energy
interactions the momentum distribution of produced particles
depends on the multiplicity. In particular for low multipli-
cities we observe less partiolee with low momenta than for
higher multiplicities. If we assume that only slow particles
created in the first collision can interact with seoond
nuoleon in deuteron, we can also argue that oasoadlng 1*
smaller for low multiplicities in the first collision.

Another possible explanation «f the faot that the
experimental multiplicity distribution for doable scattering
events is too narrow when oompared with the multiplicity
distribution obtained from the model is that.in elementary
interactions there exist a small fraotlon of collisions la
which both beam quarks interact with the target nuoleon.
This effect is non-additive in the standard quark model.
If we do not include the non*additlve effects we overestimate
the mean value of multiplicity and dispersion of distribution
in process A (see Table I} . This leads to the broadening

15



of the multiplicity distribution x£j calculated traa t'/в

model.

5. Conclusions.

Vf> nave analysed the muliipIK'-ity fiisiri*:1 t!':•:; of d-.;.-
scatter ing events aolnjc tfce add i tire- q^nr1' FIOCIŁ-2 i^.o.! -i.J-;;
tfa* cascading eff&ct/^i? k The толп s a i H i r l l o i t y of f ••- "i ''-
produced ia the proeasp ?f waspsding ягз eetj-Lsf-ci •'-"

/15 : , o i C 1 2 '•
ffeis value Is iadei>»rtd«^t of s>,omf>--!.ii>.'-.\ of thi inr-li!?si !;:'jicn

ia П. d iateractione aad indirectly coiaf ir;...j th* hyp J-. ',ishi

tbat ift tae prccees of casc«dieg; owly slow pp,rt.U;3.:; pr.••('•.!••;od

in the first collision may int^vaot.

The observation thai only .«ТОЙ раг-ticl.c i..{t:..',t» tbs

cascade can also explain the daponde»ee of олзсс-Мп* on multi-

plicity in the first collision and in particular tLs saaller

probability ot oasoading .for lo;>er multirlitii^i: ̂  in first

step of interaction.

The effect that the dispersion in the esperia.*;)tal dictri-

bation of doubl* scattering saiapla is narrower th-зд obtained

from the model caa alao be explaiaad bj- the depondenca of th'f

cascading process on the multiplicity - cha collision sath

the first nucleon.

Our general conclusion ia that the i via i of ref, £ 1.7

can well describe the multiplicity distribution or double

scattering ©vents. However there are some discrepancies e.g.

the predicted dispersion of multiplicity distribution is too

small. This, if confirmed by data ot better accuracy, иау

lead to a revision of the raadel.

If on the other hand the tzodcl is correct, ths more

precise measureaents of double scattering events should allc;»

us to find the quantitative dependence of cascading effect on

the multiplicity ia the first step of interaction.

16



Another analysis of the double scattering process in

terms of the additive quark model was done by Nikolaev et

al. / 12_7. After assuming that the secondaries are pions,

they attempt to determine the length of the formation zone.

They also have found that only slow particles (^ 5 GeV/c ")

creatod in the first collision in deuterium can interaot

with the second nucleon.

Finally, ne would like to emphasize that the value

of (iJ \ obtained in a relatively simple way for the deuteron

can be used for the investigation of multiple scattering

processes in hadron - nucleus interactions.
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Appendix. Cross seotion formula*.

Using the basic assumptions of the additive quark mo-

del including the cascading effect described in ref. Z~i_7

ne can construct the multiplicity distribution of double

scattering events from the known multiplicity distributions

for elementary hadron-nucleon interactions.

The purpose of this Appendix is to present the aetbod

of calculating of the partial cross sectione for the pro-

cesses AtB,DIi, and bt defined In Table I. The multiplicity

distributions for this olass of processes can be obtained

In a relatively simple way from the elementary interactions.

We use the same notation as in ref. /~i_7»

The total double scattering eroas section Ó , splits

into two terms

where

17



corresponds to the class of processes without cascade and

represents the fraction of double scattering with caacado.
Тле notation is as follows. The profile of thn effective
hadron-nucleon cross section ó$e, consist of threo torna

•A

«her* b is the impact parameter.
Here (śfitotylB the non-diffraotlve егодз ccction, aD

is the diftractive cross section анй о£[h)is this part of
. the elastic cross sootion which is reap&nsjhlo for knocking
the nucleoas out of the target deuterium with nom'iutun ti"au~
sfer large enough ^ а У, iOO ileV/o \ to bo observed. Further

is the elastic oross section, and

— CO

is the projection of the probability Utusity^on tha plans
perpendicnlar to the incident Ьеск. Ноге Ц^(.5,^)1з i ho (bute-
ron wave function Cm У aatl r r ^ j ^ ^ i s th; dict-ляоз betivson
the neutron and the proton in th'?. target fieut^ron.
We also use abbreviation /.I r\ _ X / b 2 •£ J

The profile

where the value of £* = 20.2 £ i.7 mb v:as obtaiuad in rof ,[\]
This value can be interpreted as the effective» cross section
for scattering of the products of the first collision on the
aeoond nucleon. The constant a determines the spatial extension

18



of this cascade. Following ret. ZTi.7 *• also assume:

7С

(A10)

(-AH;

The total double ^oatteritg cross section 6 2 splits into
four parts presented in Table I. These parts correspond to
the contributions of some knonn elementary multiplicity
distributions.

Process ML. is simply represented by cross section
as in ref. / i_7.

Processes A and В have the cross sections

"When не take into aocount the additive quark model
relation

6M0(b) - ó^ip) +оЧь)=2 6\b)
-A .3

the cross sections о and о become equal.

19



The process DE participates In double scattering interactions

with tbe cross section which is obtained by subtracting

20
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